§1. Introduction
To define the scattering fonction and the scattering map, let us consider the Schrôdinger équation on the whole linẽ^2 y(x) + q(x)y(x) k2y(x) (1.1) where q(x) is a complex valued potential with $lx \q(x)\ (1 +x2) dx &lt; ». Dénote by fi(x, k) and/2(jc, k) (Im k &gt;0) the so called Jost fonctions, i.e. the solutions of (1.1) with /x(jc, k)~~e lkx for x -» 4-oc and /2(jc, k)~e~l kx for x -&gt; -» respectively. For k in R\{0}, fx{x&gt; k) and fx{x, -k) are solutions of the same differential équation (1.1) but with différent boundary conditions at +°°, so they must be linearly independent. The fonction /2(jc, k) is also a solution of (1.1) and can thus be represented as a linear combination of /i(jt, k) and/i(jt, k): for k in IR\{0}
Similarly one finds the corresponding expression for/^jc, k) (k in !R\{0}) Mx&gt; k) /z(;c&apos;~k ) + SJwTMx&apos;ky S(k):=S(k, q) is called the scattering fonction associated to q. The fonctions W(k) and S(k) are related to the more often used reflection coefficients R{(k) and R2(k) and the transmission coefficient T(k) in the following way:
The matrix Properties of the scattering map 443 is called the scattering matrix [3, 4] . Its coefficients hâve a straightforward physical interprétation: T(k)fi(x, k) R2(k)f2(x, k)+f2(x,-k) is a solution of the time independent Schrôdinger équation (1.1) which corresponds to a particle sent in freely from oo. The appropriate asymptotic form of the wave function describing the particle at x -» is given by R2(k)e~lkx + elkx where R2(k)e~lkx is the part of the wave function which is reflected by the potential. The asymptotic form of the wave function describing the particle at x +°°consists of the transmitted part and is given by T(k)elkx.
The aim of this paper is to analyse the so-called scattering map 5 associating to a potential q its scattering function S(q): S(-, q). First we will show that the map S can be defined between certain function spaces as a holomorphic map (Section 2). In Section 3 we compute the derivative dqS of 5 and prove that dqS is boundedly invertible on the corresponding tangent spaces. In Section 4 the global behavior of 5 is studied.
We investigate 5 rather than the map Rx associating to a potential q its reflection coefficient R\(q) because 5 can be defined on nicer function spaces. Let us point out that in délicate investigations of scattering theory the map 5 was useful to other people as well [7, 8] .
The map Rl has been studied by many authors [e.g. 2, 3, 4, 9] . Their main interest was to characterize the properties of the reflection coefficients cor¬ responding to potentials in certain spaces, e.g. in a weighted L^space, and to solve the inverse problem. It is for example known that a real valued potential q in L\ with no bound states is completely determined by its reflection coefficient Rx(q) [3, 4] .
One motivation to study the scattering map in greater détail cornes from the well-known fact [5] that S(q) linearizes the Korteweg-deVries équation (KdV), i.e. if u(x, t) is a solution of dtu(x, t) 6w(jc, t)dxu(x, t) + dlu(x, t) 0 then 3tS(k, w(-, 0) + k3S(k, u(-, t)) 0. To solve the initial value problem of KdV one can proceed in the following way: to w(-, 0) one associâtes S(k, u(-, 0)), solves the linear differential équation for 5 to get S(k, t) and, provided one can solve the inverse problem, associâtes to S(k, t) the potential w (-, t This implies that Pi(q)[g] is in E(x0, n) and (1) follows. Moreover (2) follows by an induction argument on (2.5). We claim that (2) the von Neumann séries (Id -Px(q))-1 £m^o Pv(q)m converges absolutely in £(E(x0, n)). As P\(q) is linear in q the analyticity of (Id -Px{q))~l follows. Looking at équation ( 
Now (1) (1) and (2).
To discuss the derivatives DafiB(x, y, q) for j3^1 we still need another lemma. Proof. (2) follows from (1) immediately as P4(q) is linear in q. So let us prove (1) In the following we will discuss the terms appearing in the expression above separately.
First let us look at the term J* k dnk~*Dk{t - -x) )n-ôq(t)(2ik)N-nD0N-n(m(ty ky q)] Jx (~iy f £te**&lt;-*&gt;( 2 3f[(2i(t-x))&quot;-ôq(t))(2ik)N-&quot;D&apos;&gt;&quot;-nm(t, k, q)). -y/2, q).
The results now follow easily from Theorem 2.13. In this section we will first compute explicitly the directional derivative of 5 and détermine the kernel of the Jacobian dqS. This kernel is used to show that 464 THOMAS RAPPELER AND EUGENE TRUBOWITZ dqS is boundedly invertible. Moreover we compute the kernel of the inverse (dqS)~l. By abuse of notation we dénote the kernel of dqS by dS(k, q)/dq(x).
We also compute the kernels of the derivatives of the reflection and transmission coefficients. The main results are summarized in Theorem 3.12.
In the whole section we assume N^3 if not otherwise stated. Whenever possible we will not indicate explicitly the dependence on q of the functions considered. Let q in Qn(C) be a fixed given potential. Now let us look at the Jost functions ft(x, k): ft(x, k,q) ( (2) Proof. (1) and (2) are proved similarly, so let us concentrate on (2) only. It suffices to prove (2) 
Proof. It suffices to prove (1) . One writes W(k)Rx(k) S(k) and applies the product rule for differentiation to get
where we used that/,(jc, -k) + /?,(Jt)/,(^, k) T(k)f2(x, k). So (1) follows.
Similarly one proves the following THEOREM 3.3. // N &gt; 3 and q is in QN(C) then (2) J^d loW^W® j^Mx, I)f2(x, -/)) e //, /or a e //£_,,.
Before giving the proof let us make the following observations. (1) and (2) Proof. (2) follows immediately from (1) and Proposition 3.4. The proof of (1) is a calculation which is at the heart of the matter. Let a be in Hxl. Then (l) A(Hul(a))czHhlnH2+(a). (2) A(Hhl(a))çzHhlnH2-(a).
Proof. (1) and (2) are proved in a similar way, so let us prove (1) only. Due Proof. (1) 
